As with positive-definite systems, we choose P in (1.2) to reduce fill-in during the Cholesky factorization. If several similar systems are to be solved, we would like to use the same "ideal" P for each system, as long as the associated factorizations are stable. In this paper we examine conditions under which Cholesky factorization may be used reliably on an sqd matrix K. For the example in (1.3)-(1.4), the analysis predicts (of course) that lel should not be too small. For certain systems arising in constrained optimization, it predicts that Cholesky factorization should be stable until the iterates are in a small neighborhood of the solution.
1.1. Notation. When discussing permutations P, we speak of "sparsity interchanges" and "stability interchanges" to indicate the usual criteria for choosing P.
The spectral condition number is a2(K) -= IIKII211K-1112. 
When IlSll is not much larger than IITII, and T is not too ill-conditioned, O(C) may provide an adequate guarantee of numerical stability. The straightforward dependence of O(C) on T and S makes it easier to estimate than w(C).
In certain contexts, however, 0(C) may be arbitrarily larger than w(C). For example, suppose C has the form of g in (2.2), with H I, G (1/)I, and A =/2I. It is easily shown that as/ c, O(C) (9(f)w(C). Thus, a large value of O(C) should not be automatically interpreted to mean that stability interchanges are necessary. We then allowed MA27 to compute LDL T factors as long as possible (factol 10-2). 
